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IAAPA.org
KEEP YOUR MESSAGE IN
FRONT OF A TARGETED,
QUALIFIED AUDIENCE
Drive traffic directly to your company’s
website with digital advertisements that
connect with engaged industry professionals
worldwide.
Banner advertising on IAAPA.org provides
a dynamic way to establish and grow your
brand awareness while maximizing the
impact of your marketing campaign.

IAAPA.ORG DIGITAL AD RATES
Placement

Homepage
Premium
Listing
Leaderboard
780x90

Position your message alongside topics
and resources essential to your business
Metrics provided monthly to measure
your ad’s performance
Banner
336 x 280

175,000
Average Monthly
Unique Visits

300,000
Average Monthly
Page Views

Frequency

Member

Call for pricing –
limited availability!

1x

$2,000

3x

$1,800

6x

$1,700

8x

$1,500

12x

$1,200

1x

$1,400

3x

$1,200

6x

$1,100

8x

$1,000

12x

$850

MEMBERS
SAVE UP TO 40%
when you reserve
placement for
the year

Please note listed rates are for
members only. Nonmembers are
subject to an upcharge of 30%.

Premium ads now available on our homepage.
For ad specs, visit www.IAAPA.org/Advertise.
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IAAPA News Hub
GET FEATURED ON THE
IAAPA NEWS HUB PAGE!

2022 IAAPA NEWS HUB CALENDAR
Consistently
one of the top
visited pages on
IAAPA.org

IAAPA Sponsored Content allows you to promote
your product or service with greater detail. Have a
new product launch? Looking to draw attention to the services you
provide? IAAPA Sponsored Content is perfect for manufacturers
and suppliers looking to share news with decision makers and
buyers. You will work with a Funworld writer to produce your
professional advertorial which is then your property to use in other
publications, or the marketing vehicle of your choice.

MONTH

THEME

February

The Heart of Your Organization –
People Services

April

Cash is King – Maintaining a Healthy
Financial Portfolio

June

Day-to-Day Operations – Best
Business Practices

August

Putting the FUN in Fundamentals –
Special Events and Entertainment 101

October

The Age of Engagement – Digital
Marketing and Social Media Basics

December

Cheers to 2023 – What’s Ahead

Space is limited! Cost is $4,500

NOTE: 2022 IAAPA News Hub editorial plan as of September 2021.
Themes and deadlines are subject to change.
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Daily
AN E-NEWSLETTER
EXCLUSIVELY FOR
IAAPA MEMBERS

32%

Avg. open
rate**

THE IAAPA NEWS DAILY
E-NEWSLETTER DELIVERS the
attractions industry’s top news of
the day straight to the inboxes of
attractions owners, operators, and
buyers. This exclusive member digital
publication offers a limited number of
high-profile banner advertisements
positioned alongside timely industry
news to reach the most influential
professionals in the attractions
industry.

6%

Avg. click
through
rate**

15K

Subscribers
worldwide**

IAAPA NEWS DIGITAL AD RATES
Placement

Delivered to over 15,000 global IAAPA members**
Ads positioned within relevant editorial link
directly to your website

Billboard
728x90

Ad creative and URL can be updated monthly
Monthly metrics to evaluate your exposure
Published daily, March through November, and
three days per week (Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday) December through February

Enhanced Text
Ad Unit

Frequency

Member

1x
3x
6x
8x
12x

$3,600
$3,200
$2,800
$2,600
$2,400

1x
3x
6x
8x
12x

$3,200
$2,900
$2,650
$2,400
$2,200

MEMBERS
SAVE UP TO 30%
when you reserve
placement for
the year

Please note listed rates are for
members only. Nonmembers are
subject to an upcharge of 30%.

**Metrics provided by SmartBrief
For ad specs, visit www.IAAPA.org/Advertise.
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ADVERTISE IN THE INDUSTRY’S
LEADING SOURCE FOR NEWS,
INFORMATION, TRENDS, AND
SOLUTIONS

IMPOSSIBLE FOODS

B U S I N E S S R E S O U R C E S | F O O D A N D B E V E R AG E

Impossible Foods’ flagship
product is the Impossible Burger,
which is made from plants but
smells, handles, cooks, and
tastes like ground beef.

tech are truly pushing the envelope, making countless plant-based menu items
possible.

Bond further says, “At Universal
Orlando Resort, the dining experience has

“In addition to the Impossible Burger

Product Innovation
of other plant-based menu options available
and Beyond Burger, there are also a number

as much a part of our guests’ experience
as our award-winning entertainment. We

at restaurants across our destination at all

strive to provide dining options that are

CityWalk. This includes Today Cafe,
Confisco Grille, Bambu, our new Central

sweet delicacies. Snekkjas features outdoor seating on a terrace when the
Train staff on prep and cooking. To ensure staff members know
weather is warm. Perched above the action, together with eight excluexactly how to prepare a patty according to the brand specifications,
sive cabana-style “Komfort Hyddas,” the Skål Bar serves a selection of
ask the burger’s vendor to provide training in the kitchen. Generally,
cold and warm beverages. Visitors to the swim-up Skogbar can enjoy
plant-based burgers require less cooking time than an animal-based
a cocktail in the middle of a lagoon surrounded by pine trees, without
burger. In addition, they may not hold up well when cooked frozen.
having to exit the water.

Juicy, chargrilled, pink-in-the-center …
today’s plant-based burger can be a
menu-boosting marketing force
by Stephanie
Janard

not only delicious, but also inclusive of
the different food preferences and dietary

Park Crepes cart, and more, where guests

restrictions our guests have so there is

will find a variety of items like a Chick’n &

something for everyone to enjoy.”

Avocado sandwich, plant-based Chipotle
Sausage with Orzo, and even a Vegan

Food Tech Revolutionizes
Plant-Based Burgers

Sausage savory crepe,” Bond describes.
Food managers and menu planners

A number of innovations have elevated
plant-based burgers into a full-fledged
challenger to animal-based burgers.

ALTHOUGH VEGETARIAN BURGERS FIRST BECAME AVAIL-

Beyond Meat, for example, was an early

ABLE DECADES AGO, the products tended to be a niche item

innovator in using pea protein and certain

at various attractions, restaurants, and grocery stores, appealing
largely to a vegan and vegetarian audience. Fascinating innova-

cooking techniques to create a chewy,
meat-like texture for its first generation

tions in food science and preparation, however, are changing that.

of products. The company eventually

Rising plant-based stars like the Impossible Burger and the
Beyond Burger so closely resemble animal-based meat in texture,

launched the Beyond Burger, which has
won consumer the
andleisure
Wall Street
raves
market.
He admits the company

appearance—and most importantly, taste—they’re a major factor
behind a double-digit increase in plant-based proteins in the last

alike. Thick andwas
marbled
with plant-based
also tempted
to accept the challenge
fats, the product
cooks other
up quickly
a deemed it imposbecause
expertstohad

year alone. What’s most notable is that about 90% of the consumers behind this sales surge aren’t even vegetarian or vegan, accord-

substantial burger,
made
pink in
theCanyoning
center Park in
sible.
The result
was
with beet extract.
Argelès-sur-Mer, which opened in 2003 and

ing to a 2019 study by market research firm The NPD Group.

The Impossible
Burgertoachieves
continues
be a popular destination.
Today,taste
when
Amusement Logic
astonishingly meat-like
and
approaches
a canyoning
project, the com“mouth-feel” through
the key
ingredient
first studies
the size,
type, quantity,
leghemoglobin pany
or “heme,”
a protein
found
and complexity
itsthat
elements and then
in iron-rich leguminous
plants of
and
develops
plan
in accordance with the
is also a close relative
of athe
myoglobin
terrain
and environment.
Different levels
found in animals.
According
to the
drafted,
water-movement hydraucompany—andare
backed
up and
by independent
lic systems is
arethe
designed
with filtration and
scientific research—heme
essential
chemical
treatment
taken into account.
ingredient for creating
the
flavors and
“We can design the circuit on a flat tereven the “bleeding” center associated with
rain, creating the different levels through
animal-based burgers.
metallic or concrete structures,” says
To produce heme at scale and in an
Casas. “Or, if the terrain is sloped, we
can make use of the change in levels to
integrate the distinct activities in a more
natural manner. Since we want canyoning
to be an attraction that’s affordable to all
kinds of people, regardless of age or physical condition, most of them have different
courses and degrees of difficulty so users
can choose the type of experience they
wish to enjoy.”
Calculations are performed in the
design stage involving weight and trajectory simulations of the course to ensure
the circuit is safe for participants. An
accredited monitor accompanies canyoning users throughout the circuit, ensuring
specific guidelines are followed. Exits are

the company’s products has exploded, the company notes, with
66-times growth since the beginning of the year. In February,
Impossible Foods announced the Impossible Burger was designated the “Preferred Plant-Based Burger” of Walt Disney World
Resort, Disneyland Resort, and Disney Cruise Line.
Jessica Appelgren, vice president of communications at
Impossible Foods, says, “95% of Impossible Foods consumers
identify as ‘meat-eaters.’”
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AMUSEMENT LOGIC

Transformation of the
Veggie Burger

three of our theme parks and in Universal
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evolved from traditional
park fare
L AU N Ctheme
H

to next-level cuisine that has become just

“The feedback for our two restaurants, Lumålunda and Snekkjas, is
good, and our swim-up bars are very successful,” says Thomas Mack,
who add more plant-based items can create a more inclusive
adding further innovative F&B concepts are planned, especially for
Stephanie Janard
dining experience that visitors appreciate.
the outdoor
this summer. The menus inside
is a area
longtime
“Guests with specific dietary needs don’t need to stress about
contributor
to
are kept broad
on purpose,
appealing to all palates.
“At my age, who could
Funworld. She can be
what to eat when dining with us, as we will always work with
Meanwhile,
adjacent
to Rulantica at Hotel Krønasår,
reached
at sjanard@
have imagined you can
them to accommodate their preferences,” says Bond.
msn.com.
guests can
dine on exquisite Nordic food and
have so much fun when
Rulantica Honey, produced by the 400,000 residents
shooting down our
of the bee pavilion located outside Rulantica’s
AquaRocket free-fall
structure.
slides?”
However, menus are subject to change in an effort
—Roland Mack
to promote sustainability. Preference is given to the
use of seasonal products that are grown in southwest
Germany. Both Rulantica and Europa-Park support
reliable trading partners and good working
conditions.

provided from all activities to allow any user to safely stop their
participation if they become tired. Casas says the best proof of the
safety of the circuits is that there has never been an accident on
any of the courses they’ve developed.
Since guests wear wetsuits when canyoning, they’re protected
from low temperatures and weather conditions, allowing the
attractions to remain open year-round.
Adventure parks, leisure parks, eco resorts, and tourist resorts
are all potential venues for the attraction. “Canyoning shouldn’t be
seen only as an extreme attraction or a physical challenge, but as a
leisure activity that can be enjoyed with family or friends, and for
which good physical [conditioning] is not necessary,” says Casas.
Guest pricing varies widely depending on elements like
course length, locations, prices of competing area attractions, etc.
The circuit length can last up to two hours, involves specialized
equipment, and requires qualified staffing to operate.

ABOVE:
Amusement
Logic takes
the terrain and
environment into
consideration
when designing a
canyoning project
and can create
different levels.

Proof of Performance
In the first 100 days of operation,
before Rulantica shuttered in
mid-March, the new indoor
water park had met all expectations, according to Jürgen
Mack, managing partner,
responsible for controlling, finance, and human
resources.
“Overall, we are very
satisfied with the feedback
from our guests and the
economic success we
experienced during the first
months of operation. We
are confident that we will be
able to live up to this success
once we reopen Rulantica after

ABOVE LEFT:
Most canyoning
attractions have
different courses
and degrees
of difficulty so
participants
can choose the
experience that
best suits them.

amusementlogic.com

Canyoning’s Global Appeal
Amusement Logic continues to install canyoning parks around
the Funworld
world:
36
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Rulantica’s Major
Attractions
“Dugdrob and Vildfål”
A pair of AquaRocket slides
featuring a vertical start with a
trap door (Aquarena GmbH)
“Frigg Tempel”
Outdoor swimming pool
(MackSolutions, VA Engineering
of Hannover Germany, PBR
Architecture)
“Hoppablad”
Lily pad water walk (BoMar Soft
Playgrounds)
“Isbrekker I + II”
Pair of shotgun falls slides
(ProSlide)
“Kullerbuller”
Kids turbo slide (Aquarena
GmbH)
“Odinrås—Hugin & Munin”
Dueling pipeline racer (ProSlide)

ABOVE: The “Odinrås—
Hugin & Munin” dueling
pipeline racer slide

“Översnabb”
Family freefall slide (Aquarena
GmbH)

TOP LEFT: The shellshaped exterior of the
Rulantica structure
LEFT: The “Skog Lagune”
swim-up bar last winter,
before social distancing
standards were
established.

“Översnurra”
Tube slide (Aquarena GmbH)
“Överstor”
Aqua wide slide (Aquarena
GmbH)
“Schabernakker I + II”
Toddler slides (Aquarena GmbH)
“Snorri’s Saga”
Lazy river (Mack Solutions, VA
Engineering, PBR Architecture)
“Stormvind”
Cannon bowl slide (ProSlide)
“Surf Fjørd”
Wave pool wave machine
(Murphys Waves Ltd.)
“Svalgur Rytt”
Mammoth-style slide (ProSlide)
“Tommelplums”
Kids slide (Aquarena GmbH)
“Två Fall”
Pipeline racer slide (ProSlide)
“Vildstrøm”
Wild river (API Water Fun GmbH)
“Vinter Rytt”
Tornado wave slide (ProSlide)

the coronavirus pandemic,” Jürgen tells
Funworld.
One of the key components to the
early success: investing in people. Jürgen
Mack´s team spent countless hours
recruiting a first-class team of 300 from
across Europe in what he calls “a very
tight labor market.”
“When we were recruiting, we looked
for staff members that combined water
park and hospitality skills in an ideal
manner,” he says.
Management positions and specialty
staff were hired first. Events branded as
“Recruiting Days” captured the interest
of other potential candidates. Once
the team was assembled, an in-depth
onboarding and hands-on training
program followed.
“During our testing phase, we
collected fantastic feedback from the first
guests,” Jürgen says.
“This allowed us to open Rulantica
with a well-trained and highly motivated
team.”

The Voyage Ahead
With its initial goals met, the next chapter in Rulantica’s story is
rooted in growth, with members of the Mack family sharing what
they would like to do next. Observant guests of Hotel Krønasår
will notice additional construction has already begun outside the
resort.
“Our plan is to start with the expansion of the outdoor portion,
include more areas for relaxation, and create further attractions
and F&B outlets,” says Michael, who teased Twitter followers
with a rendering of an outdoor water playground.
Also in the works, an expansion to the resort side of
Europa-Park.
“Rulantica was not designed as just a water park. Our vision
has always been to create a new resort and thus, have an additional hotel on site,” adds Thomas.
Meanwhile, Roland would like to “add more areas for relaxation and more slides,” along with an adult spa.
“We have already started to plan smaller spa offerings in some
new relaxing areas, which will soon be implemented,” he says.
The man who had a dream for Europa-Park in the ’70s, and
a second gate in the ’90s, has one more project up his sleeves:
connecting his creative lands together.
“Moreover, we want to improve the connection between
Europa-Park, Rulantica, and the hotels during our future development,” Roland says with a twinkle in his eye.

OPPOSITE PAGE:
Svalgur, the giant sea
snake, keeps a watchful
eye on bathers of the
“Vinterhal” water slides.

Funworld Presents:
The Journey to Find
Rulantica!
Monday, Nov. 16,
4-5 p.m.
Join the masterminds
behind Rulantica
during this session
at IAAPA Expo. Hear
from the indoor water
park’s creators and
developers to learn
more on its unique
design and operation.
Visit IAAPA.org/
IAAPAExpo.

Contact Funworld
Managing Editor
Scott Fais at SFais@
IAAPA.org.
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n Vesúbia Mountain Park was the world’s first indoor canyoning attraction, which
was designed and built in Saint-Martin-Vésubie, in the French Maritime Alps, as
part of a mountain and adventure sports park.
n Parkview Canyoning at the Parkview Hotel in Taiwan is located at the gateway to
the Taroko National Park, a national mecca for mountain activities and canyoning.
n Salwa Canyoning is part of a resort in Qatar and accompanies other leisure facilities, such as an indoor/outdoor water park, a karting circuit, diving pool, and laser
tag.
n Bioparc Canyoning is part of Bioparc Valencia, a zoological park in Spain. The
canyoning park and a water park are being developed on adjoining terrain.
n A canyoning experience for an entertainment venue in North America is in the
works, with development details to be announced toward the end of the year.
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SPECIAL REPORT | REOPENING ASIA

Envisioning the
New Normal

Asia-Pacific attractions adapt and look
toward a restarting after COVID-19
WHEN THE WORLD EMERGES FROM THE COVID-19
PANDEMIC, will there be a “new normal”? Positive signs are on
the horizon, including the mid-April reopening of attractions in
China and continued construction of new projects in Vietnam.
However, will attractions need to change the way they do business
to assuage consumer fears? Will temperature scanners, combined
with facial recognition technology and health apps, become
commonplace? If so, will these new procedures be transitory or
with us for the long term?
“There will be lasting consequences of this pandemic that will
change the way theme parks work forever, especially how they
prepare for emergency scenarios,” says Daan Duijm, director of
operations and set up at Vietnam’s Sun Group. “Until you can
guarantee that there’s no way someone will catch the coronavirus

while visiting an attraction, we’re going to have a new normal.”
By early spring, leaders of attractions in the Asia-Pacific region
were preparing to reopen, while looking ahead.
“We don’t know if after this COVID-19, will there be a COVID20 or COVID 21?” asks Timothy Ng, Ocean Park Hong Kong’s
executive director of operations and entertainment. “People will
see things differently from now. They will pay more attention to
hygiene and social distancing, so I believe some of the changes that
parks make will become permanent.”
What might these changes look like?
Not every new procedure will be long-term, and protocols will
vary from one locale to another, but one thing’s for sure: Putting
safety first is about to be taken to a new level.
Here are six evolutions that could be part of the new normal:

Disinfect, Disinfect,
Disinfect
Revised standard operating procedures
may state ride operators will wipe
down safety bars and other common
points of contact between each ride.
While this will slow things down,
safety comes first.

Funworld has extensive reach beyond its
circulation within the attractions industry, and
its advertising is effective in motivating action.

Source: 2018 Readex Research Survey

Such pioneering advances in food

guests, not just meat-eaters.”

The official magazine of IAAPA, Funworld,
has a strong presence within the global
attractions industry and is the preferred source
for valuable insight into the latest trends, new
products, and best practices reaching key
decision-makers, and high-level professionals
with purchasing power in their organizations.

readership per
issue

a slew of awards, from Inc. Magazine’s
company of the year, to inclusion in Time
Magazine’s 50 Genius companies list.

vice president of food and beverage for

Impossible Foods’ Impossible Burger product, including close

Published six
times a year in
2021 and mailed
to all IAAPA
members

Visit IAAPA.org/

Use brand names
in to
menu
“Insame
manytime.
cases, this can help jusRulantica
take items.the
a video tour of
“Weas
were
surprised
the fact
that the timeslot [to eat] was even
tify higher margins
and a price increase
compared
toby
other
menu
Rulantica and watch
shorter
than what of
wecommunicalearned at Europa-Park. We had to change our
interviews
withAppelgren,
the
items,” observes
Jessica
vice president
Mack family.
operational structure quickly in order to respond to these unforeseen
tions at Impossible Foods.
dynamics,” Kreft von Byern says. “The operation of a water park is an
Choose a versatile product. Bothongoing
Impossible
Foods
and Beyond
process
of development.”
Burger sell their products in bulk, similar to packaged ground beef.
Appelgren notes Impossible Foods
products
be used in a meatThe
Need can
to Feed
ball sub, shepherd’s pot pie, meatloaf,
tacos. “We
Whenlettuce
hungry,wraps,
guests and
at Rulantica
have several choices on where to dine.
work with attraction chefs to develop
and demonstrate
unique
reci-wave pool, Lumålunda offers pizza,
Located
next to the “Surf
Fjørd”
pes that fit their specific venue, equipment,
and hot
holding
needs,”
pasta, and salads
made
to order
while guests watch. The self-service
she says.
Snekkjas offers hearty fare such as burgers, fish and chips, salads, and

in food tech has made an unprecedented
market splash, winning Impossible Foods

Universal Orlando parks, adding that the
offerings have been “well-received by all

to 1,000 restaurant partners in Asia. Grocery store availability of

47,000+

From a control
room located on
How to Make Plant-Based
Burgers
aRulantica’s second floor—complete
with flashing TV monitors resembling a government command center—
Successful Menu Addition
Kreft von Byern has watched as visitors routinely congregate for meals at

out how to genetically engineer yeast to
create the product. This remarkable feat

In other words, this new generation of plant-based burgers has
genuine mass appeal. More than 15,000 locations globally carry

6x

environmentally friendly way (something
not possible with burgers originating
from cows), Impossible Foods figured

Both the Impossible Burger and the
Beyond Burger are served at dining locations inside the theme parks at Universal
Orlando Resort, says Mandy Bond, senior

Social Distancing on
Roller Coasters
Public health officials advise that
people should stay 1 to 2 meters
apart in order to avoid transmitting
the coronavirus. When parks
reopen, many patrons may also feel
uncomfortable if they are too close
to strangers. While it might be easy
to space people out in queues by
placing markers on the ground, what
about on rides? Some parks may
consider, or be required, to reduce a
ride’s capacity, for example, by only
using two seats in a row of four.

46

66%

have taken
action after
reading
Funworld
advertisements

Tips for Sanitizing
Timothy Ng with Ocean Park Hong
Kong says the park is adopting several
enhanced cleaning and disinfection
procedures, including:
• Spraying a nanophotocatalytic coating
on facilities and cleaning
them hourly.
• Conducting regular
and long-term
inoculum tests.

•

These are proven to effectively
reduce up to 98% of viruses.
Spraying all air filtration systems in
the park with a GERMAGIC thymescented disinfectant. Developed
at the Hong Kong University of
Science and Technology, this kills
99% of viruses and bacteria for
a long period of time and
reduces the chance of
airborne spread.

Virtual Queueing
Some destinations already have
smartphone apps that allow parkgoers to book a time on a ride
or in a restaurant. Scheduling
apps reduce the time that guests
spend in lines, near other people,
and, as such, could become more
common as attractions search for
ways to enforce social distances.

Contact-Free Payments
In places like China, cash fell out
of favor long ago. Consumers there
prefer to pay with their phones.
Now that every point of contact,
including physical currency, is a
potential disease-spreader, watch
for cashless payments to become
even more ubiquitous.

Personal Protective
Equipment
Prior to COVID-19, face masks
or gloves wouldn’t have been
a required part of all front-line
staff members’ uniforms. Going
forward, many attractions
may take personal protective
equipment to another level. Staff
who are in close contact with
guests, such as ride operators who
check safety restraints, may wear
face shields or goggles to prevent
germ transmission. At least
one coaster-maker has already
started manufacturing and selling
transparent face shields.

Health Checks
In China, people have a health
code on their smartphone that
indicates whether they are
symptom-free. At the entrance of a
resort, visitors scan a barcode with
their phone, then show it to a park
official. If the app is green, entry
is allowed; if it’s yellow or red,
the recommendation is to go see
a doctor instead. Watch for this
technology, as well as new forms
of contact tracing, to be adopted
more widely.
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Tips for Reopening
an Attraction
Once attractions receive the green light
to open the gates again, how much time is
needed to prepare?
“Most parks will require two weeks to a month,” says
Daan Duijm, who specializes in set up and operations. “If a
park is very quick, maybe it can do it in one to two weeks.”
Attractions that were forced to close abruptly will likely need
longer than those that had some time to prepare for the
shutdown. Whether attractions have kept in touch with their
staff will also come into play.
“We don’t know what the job market will be like,” says
Duijm. “If the economy restarts all at once, will we be
competing with every other industry? Some of our staff may
have also changed professions in the interim.”
Once a team is assembled, even if it’s largely composed
of returning employees, there may be a need to retrain staff
members and refresh their skills.

Here are eight steps to take before reopening:

1
2

Stock up on face masks, hand sanitizer, and disinfecting
agents.

Develop new pandemic protocols and standard
operating procedures (SOPs) to address
communicable diseases. Solicit input from medical or public
health experts to ensure the plans are adequate.

3

Enhance in-park disinfection and cleaning measures,
such as applying disinfectant coating on rides and
attractions, as well as in catering facilities to reduce the risk of
cross infection.

4
5

Consider installing body temperature scanners at
guest and staff entrances.

Retrain staff members by reviewing existing and
new SOPs, practicing emergency evacuations, and
recertifying staff operating rides.

6
7
8
9
10

Follow the manufacturer’s instructions on restarting
rides and attractions after an extended closure.

Consider reopening in phases to allow staff members
and guests to acclimatize to the new conditions.
Ensure clear communication with all stakeholders
regarding new rules and safety procedures.

Prepare and publicize new promotions
in key markets.

In addition to highlighting safety, remind guests
what they’ve been missing. While some may be a
bit wary at first, after being cooped up at home, many people
will be hungry for the entertainment provided by attractions.
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32%

of Funworld
readers are
in executive
management

47

88%

are involved
in purchasing
products and
services for their
organizations

$22.2M
average
reported
revenue
of reader
companies

RESERVE YOUR SPACE TODAY!

Contact our Advertising Sales Team: Advertising@IAAPA.org

2022 ADVERTISING RATES

2022 EDITORIAL CALENDAR

6x
SAVE 15%

IAAPA Expo
editions 1x
only ads

1x

3x
SAVE 10%

Spread

$4,100

$3,690

$3,485

$4,500

Full-Page

$2,350

$2,115

$2,000

$2,500

1/2 Page

$1,800

$1,620

$1,530

$2,000

1/3 Page

$1,500

$1,350

$1,275

$1,750

1/4 Page

$1,350

$1,215

$1,150

$1,500

6x
SAVE 15%

IAAPA Expo
editions 1x
only ads

Member Rates

PREMIUM PLACEMENTS
Member Rates

1x

3x
SAVE 10%

Back Cover

$3,600

$3,240

$3,060

$4,050

Inside Cover

$3,400

$3,060

$2,890

$3,500

Guaranteed
Position

$3,000

$2,700

$2,550

$3,300

Please note listed rates are for
members only. Nonmembers are
subject to an upcharge of 30%.

ISSUES

FEATURE FOCUS

DEADLINE

DISTRIBUTION

JANUARY/
FEBRUARY

Family Entertainment
Centers (FECs)

Nov 19, 2021

IAAPA FEC Summit 2022
Scottsdale, Arizona, U.S.
(January 23-25, 2022)

MARCH/
APRIL

Attractions

Jan 18, 2022

DEAL 2022
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
(March 28-30, 2022)

MAY/
JUNE

Asia-Pacific
Region

March 22, 2022
Hong Kong, China
(June 7-10, 2022)

JULY/
AUGUST

Zoos, Aquariums, and
Animals in Professional

May 24, 2022

SEPTEMBER/
OCTOBER

Europe, Middle East, and
Africa (EMEA) Region

July 19, 2022

NOTE: 2022 Funworld editorial plan as of September 2021.
The feature focus, deadlines, and bonus distribution for
each issue are subject to change.

London, United Kingdom
(Sept. 12-15, 2022)

• Special Section: 2022 New
Rides and Attractions

For ad specs, visit www.IAAPA.org/Advertise.

NOVEMBER/
DECEMBER

Global Attractions Industry
and Trends

Sept 20, 2022
Orlando, Florida, U.S.
(Nov. 14-18, 2022)

RESERVE YOUR SPACE TODAY!

Contact our Advertising Sales Team: Advertising@IAAPA.org

Digital Show Daily
IAAPA Show Daily is going digital! Daily news,
highlights, and videos from IAAPA Expo will
be hosted on IAAPA.org. QR codes will drive
attendees from the education conference and
trade show floor directly to this new site.

Your ad will run for the duration of
the show and placements include:
Premium Leaderboard – located at top of page
Premium Banner Ad – located mid page in the
“Hot Zone”
Premium Tile Ad –located on right rail
Video player sponsorship – pre-roll mention and
option for 30 second promotion at conclusion

Integrated marketing packages available!

Contact our Advertising Sales Team: Advertising@IAAPA.org

Trade Show Programs
Advertise in the official programs provided to attendees
at the premier international business events for attractions
industry professionals.
EXPOS TRADE SHOW PROGRAM RATES
IAAPA EXPO

IAAPA EXPO ASIA

1,100+
exhibiting
companies
from more
than 100
countries

21,000+
buyers from
around the
world
DEADLINE:
Oct 13, 2022

IAAPA EXPO
EUROPE

9,200+
participants

Member Rates
Size

Spread

$3,500

$2,500

$2,700

Full-Page

$2,000

$1,400

$1,600

PREMIUM PLACEMENTS

Inside Front
Cover

$4,125

$3,900

$4,000

Inside Back
Cover

$4,000

$3,800

$3,850

Back Cover

$5,000

$4,700

$4,750

Cover Strip

$8,750

$5,700

$5,750

Specific
interior
placement

$2,400

$1,950

$2,050

For ad specs, visit www.IAAPA.org/Advertise.

35,000+
participants

300+
exhibiting
companies
from more
than 50
countries
15,900+
participants
600+
exhibiting
companies
from more
than 100
countries

6,000+ buyers
from around
the world
DEADLINE:
April 6, 2022

11,000+ buyers
from around
the world
DEADLINE:
Aug 1, 2022

Dates, events and locations are subject to change.

Integrated marketing packages available!

Contact our Advertising Sales Team: Advertising@IAAPA.org

